
Rugby Local Plan 

Hearing Statement 

Stage 2 Rugby Local Plan Hearings: 

 

Inspectors Question - Matter 11b - Should the Rainsbrook Valley be recognised 

as a key local landscape? 

 

1 SARD is a group of local residents – mainly from Rokeby & Overslade ward who are 

campaigning to improve the quality of our environment. We were recognised as a 

rule 6 party in the recent appeal by Gallagher Estates against the decision by Rugby 

Borough Council to refuse planning consent for a major development to the North of 

Ashlawn Road. We review planning applications in the area running roughly from St 

Marie’s church (just to the South of the Town Centre) down to the Rainsbrook Valley. 

Broadly speaking that is the same as land cover parcels 17b; 17g; 14e; 17c; 17h; 

14d and 17d in the county council’s Rainsbrook Valley study. 

2 We recognise that humans need quiet spaces, to be able to enjoy our countryside 

and to bring up our children with awareness of the importance of the natural world 

and the solace such an environment can give. We do have the Cock Robin Wood, 

which is a designated  semi-natural green space, but suffers from overuse already.  

Compounded by a suggested overly zealous "management" by Warwickshire Wildlife 

Trust, such that it is a somewhat sterile environment.  Both issues combined, result 

in little opportunity for ground living wildlife to prosper naturally. Describing it as a 

"natural space" is stretching the description.  Additionally, our area lacks open space, 

having significantly less children’s play areas and natural and semi-natural green 

space than Rugby’s standards.  It has no allotments, no parks and no public gardens. 

The one thing we do have is a bridleway that leads out through the countryside, 

across fields and alongside hedgerows, all the way down to the Rainsbrook itself.  

This habitat is comparatively rich in natural flora and fauna.  It is well used, but 

sustainably so.  It is on the doorstep of the current residential areas and so people 

can just walk out of their front door and very quickly can be in a natural 

environment. 

3 A bridleway is just that, an area where equestrians can ride their horses, in an open, 

rural environment, on real earth, in as natural way as possible and importantly,  be 

segregated from vehicular traffic.    Quoting the British Horse society:  " The number 

of incidents involving horses on the roads and has seen over 400 incidents in the past 

year, as well over a quarter of riders reporting that they were subject to road rage or 

abuse"  

Since the charity began collating statistics in November 2010:  2,914 incidents 

occurred on the road, 39 riders and carriage drivers have died, 230 have horses died".   

All planning decisions should  take significant steps to ensure bridleways are 

protected, in their natural state, and not be tarmacked over, nor run through housing 

estates and not have to share with road traffic.  Rugby Local Plan as it stands does 

not satisfy this in the case of this bridleway 



 

4 There is significant pressure on our local landscape. Over half of land cover parcel 

17b is to be given over to new housing; most of Rokeby Playing Fields is to be lost to 

two new schools. The grounds of Inwoods House in land cover parcel 17h are to 

become a retirement village and there is even a planning application 12 new houses 

for the West of land cover parcel 17b where the county council has assigned the 

highest value. A significant amount of land, open space, trees and hedgerows will be 

sacrificed and lost and the proposed offset is totally inadequate. The bridleway will 

become a hard paved path running between houses and screens up to 3.6m high. 

We do not want to walk on tarmac or hard paving where you can't enjoy semi rural 

landscape, pick blackberries in the autumn because it has been developed and 

manicured. We want natural paths with natural hedgerows where you do not 

encounter cars or their noise.  With the reducing active lifestyles people follow, we 

should be encouraging families to get out walking in their local area, its good for 

their health, it encourages the young to have adventures and appreciate their local 

natural environment.  They will not do it if they have to get in a car, go on a journey, 

pay for a car park.  The facility and opportunity needs to be on their own doorsteps.  

The Rugby Local Plan as it stands is a far cry from Arthur Ransome's "Swallows and 

Amazons"  

5 With increasing urbanisation of our area our remaining open countryside and the 

important rights of way which run through them should be protected. 

 

David Ralph 

on behalf of SARD 


